
Driving Success through 
Smarter Telecalling.



A UNIFIED TELECALLING 
SOLUTION FOR SMBs

Automation

Customization

Integrations

Advance reporting

Our product, NeoDove, is a Telecalling CRM and Sales 
Engagement Platform that helps you streamline your 

existing sales outreach and customer engagement 
processes with the help of:

NeoDove is backed by

20 Years of combined experience of the founding team 

and the founders of Wakefit and Vyapar

www.neodove.com



Manual Calling
Process

Manual dialling, updating, follow-ups, etc.
kill your team’s productivity by 40%.

Ineffective Lead 
Management

Ineffective tracking of the progress of leads, 
resulting in missed opportunities.

Lack of 
Transparency

Lack of Systematic 
Follow-up

Forgetting to follow-up on
not-connected/rescheduled leads.

WHAT ARE WE 
TRYING TO SOLVE?

Incomplete 
Outreach

With limited channels of reaching out, you are 
missing out on hot leads.
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Not knowing your team's performance 
statistics, especially when they work remotely.

Usage of Multiple 
Platforms

Switching between multiple platforms 
adversely affects your team’s productivity



Leads Generated

15+ Integrations

Campaign Management

Lead Distribution

IVR / SIM-based Calling

Custom Telecalling Scripts

Call Tracking

Advanced Reports

Task Management

Bulk SMS

Cloud Telephony

IVR

SMS Automation

Add-ons

Streamlined Calling 
Process

Integrated Lead 
Management

Enhanced Customer
Engagement

Amplified Sales 
Outcome

Features of NeoDove

HOW NEODOVE
FITS IN
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Progressive Dialing

One-touch WhatsApp, SMS and Email

Multilingual Support

Follow-up Reminders



January
2020

May
2020Founded by 

Arpit Khandelwal & 
Ankit Kumar Agrawal.

First Customer

August
2020

Funding - 
Angel Round

December
2020

1000 Users

March
2021

Seed Round - $1.5 M

2500 Users

August
2021

December
2021

350+ SMBs Onboarded

NEODOVE
TIMELINE
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4+ Countries

10M+ Interactions

3500+ Users

And many 
more.

THOUSANDS OF USERS ACROSS MULTIPLE 
INDUSTRIES ARE USING NEODOVE

www.neodove.com



Testimonials 

Detailed onboarding

Personalized support

On-demand assistance

Value that endures

YOUR SUCCESS IS 
OUR MISSION
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We're not just another software company that gives you a product 
and says bye-bye.

Our Customer Success Team goes above and beyond to ensure you 
receive top-notch assistance! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2FbYpE-9_0&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2FbYpE-9_0&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxbBnKWDkHo&t=16s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTQ7Vd80unk&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTQ7Vd80unk&t=12s


IN THE NEWS

www.neodove.com

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/funding/neodove-raises-1-5-million-led-by-india-quotient/articleshow/81585791.cms?from=mdr
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/startup-bharat-jaipur-based-neodove-020000452.html
https://yourstory.com/2021/09/startup-bharat-jaipur-neodove-lead-generator-smes/amp
https://inc42.com/features/30-startups-to-watch-the-startups-that-caught-our-eye-in-march-2021/


Admin Portal
For those in charge to manage 

both their team & leads

Mobile App
For your team’s easy access 

to data and customer 
engagement

Web Dialler
For them who are 
comfortable using

 a computer

For Owners, Admins, Managers, etc. For Telecallers

WHAT’S INCLUDED

www.neodove.com



ADMIN PORTAL
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One place to manage leads, campaigns, 
users, and do so much more



Add Users
Add users one at a time 
or in bulk.

Create Campaigns
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Enter all the required information, from the name of the campaign through to 
the manager who will monitor it and the users who will make the calls. 

You can assign leads either equally or based on certain conditions.
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Customize Scripts
Create a script for your users to follow while on a call. 
Simply drag and drop the question types you want into 
your script.
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Customize Tags
Create customizable tags to segregate 
your leads conveniently.

Know how your leads are doing. View them by different stages, such as 
"in progress," "closed," etc., and by the tags that you create. 

View Leads by Stages and Tags 



Add Contacts
Add contacts to your campaign either by integrating with various sources 
or by directly uploading a file from the computer.
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Campaign & User Reports
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Get a clear view of how your leads are performing, as well as how your 
telecallers performing. Know what their performance has been 
throughout an hour, a single day, a week, or any period of time!
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Marketplace
Forget the hassle of searching for different providers. 
Now avail value-added services from a single platform.



MOBILE APP
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A comprehensive yet simple mobile app 
packed with essentials like an auto dialer, 
real-time reporting, task management, 
geo-tagging, and more!

Works On
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Auto Dialer & Lead Details
Have every relevant data displayed on the 
screen, and get set calling! Now enable 
hassle-free SIM-based, IVR and VoIP calling.
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Lead Disposition & Follow-up
Call connected or not connected, have them all 

systematically classified under different tags. 
Set follow-ups to ensure no leads are overlooked.



Send WhatsApp, SMS, Email
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With these essentials already integrated, your team will be 
able to send pre-defined (also editable) messages and 
attachments with just one click!
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My Reports
Be it the total no. of calls attempted or the 
total no. of breaks taken, let your 
telecallers keep a tab on their 
performance in real-time.
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My Leads
Browse all your leads by category. Find 

leads more easily by applying filters.
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Multilingual Interface
Give your team the option of working in 
a language of their choice.



A convenient alternative for those who 
make calls using basic/non-smart phones. 

WEB DIALER
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Through the Web Dialer, telecallers can access all the features of the mobile app on a 
desktop, and have calls directed to their regular phones.



Key Members

Arpit Khandelwal
Founder, NeoDove

IIT Bombay Alumnus (2010)
Ex-Ola Core Team 

12+ Years of Strategy Experience
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Sumit Agarwal
Founder, Vyapar

15+ Years of Experience



Thank You!


